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Summary
Bioinspired polymeric actuators are very well-known in the literature.
They are mostly based on a bilayer structure with asymmetrical
swelling/shrinkage. The existing problems are: speed of the actuation,
direction control of the movements and multi-responsive ability. The aim
of my work is to have detailed studies related to responsive polymeric
actuators with high sensitivity (fast actuation), directionally controlled and
multi-responsive ability. For enhancing the speed of actuation, porous
fibrous mats were used in this work with a hypothesis of increasing the
mass transport and thus resulting in high speed of actuation.
Electrospinning was used as a tool for making porous fibrous mats.
Firstly, through combining the passive layer of aligned thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU) fibrous mat and the active layer of poly(nisopropylarylamide) P(NIPAM), a bilayer thermoresponsive polymeric
actuator is obtained. It demonstrates the following highlights: 1) ultra-fast
actuation between 0.6 – 5 s; 2) reversible directionally controlled
movement (rolls, tubes, helices); 3) there was not only shape changes but
also surface changes triggered by temperature.
Secondly, a stable one-component polymeric actuator was created by
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electrospinning a random P(NIPAM) fibrous mat and an aligned P(NIPAM)
fibrous mat. The combined bilayer thermoresponsive actuator consists of
only one component of P(NIPAM) and the actuation of this actuator is
irreversible. In addition, the temperature-triggered formed size could be
controlled by temperature. Moreover, the actuation is directionally
controlled depending on the angles between fiber alignment and long axis
and it is demonstrated that by numerical simulations the observed
behaviour is the unique combination of anisotropic thermal expansion with
an equally anisotropic elastic modulus of the employed material as well.
Thirdly, a dual-responsive composite actuator composed of thermo- and
pH-responsive

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic

acid)

(poly(NIPAm-AA)) fibers (average diameter ~ 905 nm) embedded within
a passive thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) matrix at different angles with
degree of alignment as high as 98% was presented. The actuation direction
were dependent on the angles between fiber alignment and long axis. The
actuation and the actuated tube was is independent of temperature at pH 7
and above. However, temperature could be used to control the size of the
actuated tubes at lower pH. Although the polymeric actuator is only 5.8 mg,
it was able to reversibly lift and release ~426 times weight of its own mass
(2.47 g metal ring).
In summary, it is worth noting that our strategy, through which it is very
convenient to obtain porous structure and directionally controlled actuation,
11
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is not only applicable to P(NIPAM) and P(NIPAM-AA), but also to other
“smart” polymers, which therefore enriches the designs of versatile
polymeric actuators with high sensitivity.
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Zusammenfassung
Von der Natur inspirierte, synthetische Aktuatoren sind in der Literatur
ausgiebig bekannt. In den meisten Fällen sind diese aus zwei
unterschiedlichen

Schichten,

welche

unterschiedliche

Quell-bzw.

Schrumpfungseigenschaften, besitzen. Allerdings existieren hierbei
folgende Probleme: Die Geschwindigkeit der Aktuatoren, die nicht
kontrollierbare Richtung der Faltungsbewegung und die fehlende
Multiresponsivität. Ziel meiner Arbeit ist die detaillierte Untersuchung von
Aktuatoren welche sehr sensitiv, also sehr schnell, richtungskontrollierbar
und auch auf mehrere Umgebungsbedingungen wie Temperatur oder pH
reagieren, also multiresponsive Eigenschaften besitzen. Um einen
schnellen Faltungsvorgang zu erreichen, wurden in dieser Arbeit poröse
Fasermatten verwendet, da die Hypothese war, dass mit steigendem
Stofftransport der Faltungsvorgang sehr schnell abläuft. Um poröse Fasern
herzustellen, wurde die Methode des Elektro Spinning verwendet. Im
ersten Fall wurde durch Kombination einer passiven Schicht(Fassermatte)
welche aus einem thermoplastischen Polyurethanfasern hergestellt wurde
und einer aktiven Schicht (Fassermatte) aus thermoresponsiven Poly(Nisopropyl acrylamid) P(NIPAM) ein zweischichtiger, thermoresponsiver
Aktuator erhalten, welcher folgende Eigenschaften besitzt: 1) Ultra
schneller Faltungsvorgang in 0,6- 5 Sekunden, 2) reproduzierbare
richtungskontrollierte Bewegung (Rollen, Röhren und Helices, 3)
13
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Veränderung der Oberflächenbeschaffenheit mit der Temperatur.
Im zweiten Fall wurde ein Aktuator aus nur einer Komponente hergestellt,
welcher

aus

einer

Schicht

(Fasermatte)

elektrogesponnener

P(NIPAM)Fasern mit zufällig verteilter Ausrichtung und einer weiteren
Schicht (Fasermatte) von P(NIPAM), mit allen in der gleichen
Orientierung befindlichen Fasern, besteht. Der Bewegungsvorgang dieses
Aktuators ist durch die Temperatur als auch durch die Ausrichtung der zwei
Schichten zueinander abhängig, allerdings nicht reversibel. Mithilfe
mathematischer Simulationen wurde die seltene Kombination einer
anistropisch thermischen Expansion und gleich großer elastischem
anisotropen Modul dargestellt.
Im dritten Teil meiner Arbeit, wurde durch Kombination einer Schicht
(Fasermatte) elektrogesponnener P(NIPAM-AA) Fasern ( ~ 905nm
Durchmesser), welche thermo- und pH responsives Verhalten zeigen, in
eine passive Matrix aus thermoplastischem Polyurethan eingebettet. Die
Ausrichtung der P(NIPAM-AA)Fasern zeigt einen deutlichen Einfluss auf
den Faltvorgang, weshalb die Fasern bis zu einem Anteil von maximal 98 %
in der PU Matrix ausgerichtet wurden. Die so hergestellten Aktuatoren
zeigten ein thermoresponsives Verhalten bei kleiner pH =7, allerdings nicht
bei pH >7. Nichtsdestotrotz konnte bei pH<7 zeigt werden, dass bereits ein
Aktuator mit einer Masse von 5,8 mg die Masse von 2,47 g (425-fache)
durch Änderung der Temperatur anheben und wieder absenken kann.
14
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Zusammenfassend ist festzuhalten, dass unsere Strategie der Herstellung
von porösen Fasern um eine Richtungsorientierte Faltung zu erreichen
nicht nur für die Beispiele von P(NIPAM) and P(NIPAM-AA) funktioniert,
sondern auch auf weitere „smarte“ Polymere angewendet werden kann um
die Vielseitigkeit von Polymeraktuatoren weiter zu erhöhen.
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1.1 Motivation
Polymeric actuators, also called soft actuators, are made of stimuliresponsive polymers, which are capable of performing shape changes,
and/or adaptive motion in response to external stimuli and thus result in
macro-, micro-, and nanoscales mechanical motions.[1, 2] Nowadays,
polymeric actuators have attracted scientists’ interest and have been
employed in various applications in sensors, switches, artificial muscles,
and other items.[3-5] These synthetic actuators are inspired mostly from
natural process. For example, pine cone is a well-known plant that can
exhibit opening and closing behavior upon changes in environmental
humidity allowing the release of seeds from pine cone inside. The
mechanism of this behavior is the anisotropic swelling in each scale. Pine
cone consists of many pieces of scales that are similar to bilayer structure,
in which, one layer is composed of aligned cellulose fibrils along the length
of the scale and the other one is made up of perpendicular fibrils. Upon
drying/wetting, the swelling/shrinkage behavior in each layer is
constrained by the alignment of the cellulose fibrils, thus resulting in the
opening and closing behavior of pine cone.[6-8] In addition, a similar
example to this type of bilayer structure can also be observed in chiral
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pod.[9] Regarding Bauhinia variegate, the opening of the chiral pod is
induced by uniaxial swelling/shrinkage between the two fibrous layers, in
which, the fibrils are oriented at roughly ±45o with respect to the pod’s
long axis. Therefore, during the opening process, two flat pod valves cured
into helical strips of opposite handedness upon changes in air humidity.
The synthetic actuators inspired from these nature plants are based on
polymeric bilayer structure, in which, asymmetry is generated either by
having one layer capable of changing size by absorbing water (active layer)
and the other hydrophobic layer (passive layer) or gradient structure. This
leads into bending, rolling movements depending upon the bilayer
divergence and layer thickness. For reversible actuation, stimuliresponsive polymers are used to make active layers, such as thermoresponsive polymers, pH- responsive polymers. When these active layer
are combined with the passive layer, the formed polymeric actuator can
exhibit reversible temperature or pH-triggered actuation. The existing
challenge in the field of polymeric actuators are: 1) slow actuation; 2)
directional controlled actuation is waiting; 3) multi-responsive ability. In
my research, I take these challenges and carry out the work with an aim to
provide bilayer polymeric actuators with very fast response, directional
controlled and multi-responsive actuation.
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1.2 The mechanism of polymeric/soft actuator
Polymeric/soft actuators composed of stimuli responsive polymers capable
of changing their shape or properties in response to environmental stimuli
have attracted much interest for various applications such as sensors,
switches, artificial muscles, optical and microfluidic devices, walkers and
encapsulating/releasing systems.[3-5, 10, 11](Figure 1) Why are they able
to perform shape changes in response to external stimuli and thus result in
macro-, micro-, and nanoscale mechanical motion? The key of the
mechanism is anisotropy.[12-17]
An interesting phenomenon could be easily observed when a piece of
tracing paper is gently placed on the surface of calm water. At first, the
paper rolls up and then gradually unrolls with time. This occurs because of
the water diffusion anisotropy between the two sides of the paper. Paper as
a fibrous structure is made from cellulose fibers which swell after
absorbing water.[18, 19] When a piece of tracing paper is gently placed on
the surface of calm water, it starts rolling up from one edge, owing to the
swelling face that is in contact with water. Then it gradually unrolls and
becomes a piece of flat paper again, because the water has arrived at the
other face of the paper, which removes the swelling anisotropy between
the two sides of the paper.[20] When this kind of anisotropy is applied in
the polymeric actuators, it is always presented in the form of layer structure.
Based on it, various kinds of polymeric/soft actuators have been built.
18
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Figure 1. Growth of research of polymeric actuators The increasing
number of scientific papers containing results of both the keyword
“polymeric actuator” and “soft actuator” from SciFinder indicates the
upward increasing trend of polymeric actuators.

1.3 General polymeric/soft actuators
Among polymeric/soft actuators, the bilayer structure is the most common
one. The bilayer structure is more easily realized and widely employed.
Similar to the paper-curling mechanism, the bilayer polymeric/soft
actuators are designed through combing one active layer with the other
passive layer creating vertical anisotropy in thickness direction. For
example, thermoresponsive polymers are used as active layer in
combination

with

other

passive,

hydrophobic

polymers.

The

thermoresponsive polymers are the most widely applied one among
intelligent materials which exhibit self-alterable dynamic properties due to
19
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their ability to respond to small changes around their environments.[21-29]
Thermoresponsive polymers are also called as temperature-responsive
polymers having temperature-triggered volume transition property that is
caused by the transition between two thermodynamically stable states of
coil and globule in solution.[28, 30, 31] When at coil state, the polymer
chains are at an expanded hydrophilic coil conformation which exhibits
phenomenon of dissolving or swelling. Conversely, they are at a collapsed
hydrophobic globule state which indicates precipitation or shrinkage.
These kind of temperature-triggered polymers can be divided into two
types of Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST) and Upper Critical
Solution Temperature (UCST). They are capable of displaying a miscibility
gap at high temperatures and/or low temperatures in their temperaturecomposition diagram, respectively. In this kind of temperaturecomposition diagram, the minimum and maximum temperatures are
determined as LCST and UCST, respectively.[21, 27, 29] (Figure 2)
Regarding the LCST polymers, when the temperature is below the LCST,
the polymers are soluble or swelling in solution, otherwise they will be
precipitated or shrunk, and vice versa for a UCST polymer.
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Figure 2. The temperature-composition diagram of thermoresponsive
polymers aqueous solution. Reprinted from ref [21], copyright (2017)
Royal Society of Chemistry, license number: 4342511322624.

P(NIPAM) is one of the typical LCST polymers widely used for bilayer
actuator. For actuator application, P(NIPAM) needs to be stable in water
and should keep the structure for a long time, such as films & fibers. There
are several strategies of keeping P(NIPAM) stable in water without losing
its thermoresponsive property, such as block copolymers with hydrophobic
monomers or cross-linkable monomers. In the first case, there are two
aspects should be paid attention to: 1) Although as the introduction of
hydrophobic segments, the LCST of P(NIPAM) can be shifted to lower
temperatures, thus keeping P(NIPAM) stable in water for a broader
temperature range,[32-34] there is still a limitation that when the
temperature is lower than the LCST, it becomes water soluble again; 2) By
21
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applying P(NIPAM) block copolymer with hydrophobic monomer,
physical cross-links can be created by hydrophobic interactions. Through
this method, although the fromed P(NIPAM) gel is stable in water without
losing its thermoresponsive ability, the physical cross-links are not
permanent in nature and it is reversible.[35-38] Therefore, it introduces
risks associated with actuation application. In contrast, it is more
convenient and useful to take the strategy of using cross-linkable monomer.
For instance, photo cross-linker of 4-acryloyl benzophenone(ABP) is
usually used to make insoluble P(NIPAM). A small amount of ABP can
crosslink P(NIPAM) without changing LCST too much. [39, 40] As it is
shown in the Figure 3, free radicals produced from benzophenone
fragment by UV irradiation result in crosslinking. It is chemical
crosslinking. Be different from the physical crosslinking, when the
temperature is below LCST, the chemic cross-linked P(NIPAM) performs
swelling in water rather than dissolving. Therefore, this type of crosslinked P(NIPAM) by covalent bonds can keep the structures stable in water
without losing its thermoresponsive property.
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Figure 3. Mechanism of UV crosslinking. When the free radicals are
produced from benzophenone fragment by UV irradiation, the “C-C” or
“C-N” are built between the activated benzophenone and the NIPAM part
from another polymer chain, thus resulting in crosslinking.

A polymeric actuator composed of the active layer of crosslinked
P(NIPAM) is capable of reversible bending upon responding to
temperature. When the temperature is higher/lower than the LCST, the
active layer shrinks/swells, but the size of the passive layer is stable, thus
leading to the bending actuation.[39] (Figure 4) Depending on the different
stimuli, various kinds of materials could be employed as active layer, such
as ones triggered by temperature,[39, 41-50], light,[48, 51-58] and pH[2,
49, 52, 59].
Furthermore, not only single stimuli polymers but also the multi-stimuli
responsive polymers could be used to produce the active layer. From the
23
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point of view of applications, multi-responsive polymers would be more
interesting to scientists, owing to their ability to respond to several stimuli
simultaneously.[60-66]

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-Acrylic

Acid)

P(NIPAM-AA) is a dual-responsive polymer which can be synthesized by
combining two components of NIPAM and AA.[67-70] In addition,
because of the thermoresponsive part of NIPAM and the pH-responsive
aspect of AA, P(NIPAM-AA) appears to have characteristics of both
thermoresponsive and pH- responsive.[67-71]. Moreover, it is able to
exhibit volume/(dissolving /precipitation) change triggered by the
temperature and pH value of the surrounding medium.[72, 73] The
polymeric actuators made of these type of dual-responsive polymers are
capable of performing actuation triggered by temperature and pH. Li et al.
reported an temperature and pH dual responsive polymeric actuator that
undergoes reversible bidirectional bending behavior upon responding to
temperature and pH stimuli based on this concept.[49] (Figure 5)

Figure 4. Schematic of bilayer polymeric actuator.
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Figure 5. Images of reversible bending behavior of 1) photos, 2)
schematics and 3) the corresponding polymer chains. The golden one is the
passible layer and the active layer is made of poly(NIPAm-AA) in the
presence of poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) PDADMAC.
Reprinted from ref [49], copyright (2017) Royal Society of Chemistry,
license number: 4342521000764.

In addition, the materials of passive layer are not restricted to general
polymers, stimuli-responsive polymers can be applied as the passive layer
as well. Chen et al. presented a LCST-UCST bilayer structure as actuator,
in which, the active layer was made from the LCST polymer of P(NIPAM),
but the passive layer is the gel of poly(acrylic acid-co-acrylamide)
(P(AAc-co-AAm)), a kind of UCST polymer. (Figure 6) When the
temperature is below the LCST and UCST, the LCST layer swells and the
UCST layer shrinks, and vice versa.[74] Due to their opposite
thermoresponsive property, this bilayer actuator was able to exhibit
25
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reversible bidirectional bending behavior upon responding to temperature
as well. In conclusion, regarding to the design of bilayer polymeric
actuators, it is unnecessary to use the common materials, stimuliresponsive polymers can also be a candidate as long as there is anisotropy
along the cross-section between the two layers.

Figure 6. The mechanism of bending behavior of UCST-LCST bilayer
structure actuator. At low temperature (15°C), the PNIPAM layer is
swollen by water. Increasing temperature to 40°C leads to a shrinking of
the PNIPAM layer, a directional water transfer to the P(AAc-co-AAm)
layer that consequently swells and in result lets the bilayer hydrogel bends.
Reprinted from,[74] copyright (2017), Royal Society of Chemistry, license
number: 4342521434124.

1.4 Porous polymeric/soft actuators
The actuators mentioned above are capable of demonstrating controlled
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shape deformation or motion, but the ones with higher sensitivity and fast
response ability are rare. In general, polymeric/soft actuators respond
slowly to external stimuli, because the corresponding swelling/shrinkage
process is closely associated with the diffusion of water or ions or with the
energy transfer. Generally, high diffusion rate generates high responding
behavior.[75, 76] The diffusion rate is determined by the collective
diffusion coefficient and the structure of the matrix.[76] For example, the
porous structure is always used to increase the thermoresponsive ability of
P(NIPAM). When a P(NIPAM) gel is immersed into the cold water with
the temperature lower than the LCST, the swelling behavior is determined
by the water molecules diffusion from the surrounding into the gel
network.[77] Porous structure can provide more channels for the diffusion
of water molecules, which indicates high water diffusion rate. When the
P(NIPAM) gel is immersed into the higher temperature water (above the
LCST), the shrinkage may mostly occur in the surface region at the
beginning. The resultant dense skin layer as a barrier prevent the water
molecules from further diffusion out from the gel matrix.[76, 78] However,
P(NIPAM) gel with high porous structure which increases the contact area
between the gel and the water can have more mass transfers of water
resulting in high water diffusion rate.[76, 79] Moreover, Bell and Grosberg
found that the diffusion coefficient is in direct proportion to the porosity.
As the porosity increasing, more gas can go through the materials.[80]
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Therefore, in comparison to the common film polymeric actuators whose
smooth surface and compact structure slows down the diffusion in/out of
water or ions or the energy transfer, the porous polymeric actuators could
demonstrate distinguished actuation with the help of this “porous-diffusion”
concept.
Zhao et al., designed a polymeric/soft actuator with a porous architecture,
whose actuation happens within one second.[81] (Figure 7) However, this
polymeric actuator has to be triggered by acetone, tetrahydrofuran (THF)
or some other organic solvents which would limit the application in
biomedical field. A lot of success have been achieved in fast actuation by
the introduction of porous structure into the films.[82-86] By comparison,
electrospinning could be a new optimal approach to design polymeric/soft
actuators with outstanding properties.

Figure 7. The concept, gradient structure characterization, and actuation
of the polymeric actuator . (a) A scheme fabricating the actuator (b, scale
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bar (black), 30 mm); top surface (c, scale bar, 3 mm); and cross-section (d,
scale bar: 1 mm); (e) the DEC gradient along the thickness direction (from
top to down). (f) fast actuation response to acetone vapor. Reproduced from
[81], copyright (2014) Springer Nature, license number: 4342530538058.

1.5 Electrospinning
Electrospinning is the most common procedure to produce nanofibers. The
Figure 8 reveals that electrospinning is a current topic of interest for
scientists, and the number of papers related to electrospinning increases
year by year. Moreover, electrospinning technology has been introduced as
an nanofibers fabrication method in nearly half of the scientific papers that
refer to nanofibers fabrication.[87-90].
Electrospinning can be divided into solution electrospinning and melt
electrospinning.[91-95] Generally, the electrospinning process contains
three parts: the power supplier, which provides high voltage; the needle,
which is used to form the Taylor cone;[96-98] and the two electrodes that
form the potential difference.[87, 99-101] When the formed repulsive force
overcomes the surface tension at the Taylor cone, the charged polymer
solution is ejected. During the ejecting process, most of solvent is
evaporated and finally, the nanofibers are collected by the counter
electrode.[96, 102-106] (Figure 9) Different from other nanofiber
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fabrication methods,[87, 96, 100, 101, 107-132] one of the most important
features of electrospinning is that there is no special requirement put on the
materials to be used that could limit the application; instead, various types
of polymers and inorganic materials can be transformed into nanofibers.[96,
101, 106, 133, 134] Besides, electrospinning nanofiber production can be
enhanced

by

applying

either

multi-syringe

or

needleless

electrospinning.[135-137] More importantly, this method is able to manage
the diameter of the nanofibers by varying the processing parameters such
as concentration, voltage,

and the distance between the needle and the

collector.[98]. Well-known already, when the dimensions of the fiber
materials are reduced to nanoscale, some outstanding properties appear,
such as an ultrahigh aspect ratio, a large specific surface area, high porosity,
and flexibility in surface functionalities.[138-143]
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Figure 8. Growth of research of electrospinning. The increasing number
of scientific papers containing the keyword “electrospinning” from
SciFinder indicates the upward trend of electrospinning.

Figure 9. The set-up of electrospinning

1.5.1 Large aspect ratio
Nano-fibers are fibers with diameters in the nanometer range. They must
be a type of linear one dimension object of longitudinal extension. The
nanofibers’ aspect ratio refers to the proportions of the length and diameter
of the fibers. The aspect ratio of nano-fibers can be as high as 1000:1 or
10,000:1, and even higher.[144] Owing to their outstanding aspect ratio,
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nano-fibers have a special anisotropy between longitudinal and lateral
directions, which could be used to design polymeric actuators.

1.5.2 Large specific area and high porosity
It is already well-known that as the dimension of fibers is decreased to
nanoscale, the specific area will be increased dramatically.[145] The
Figure 10 demonstrates a survey result that the decreasing diameter results
in a large specific surface area. Polymeric actuators consist of smart
materials that could exhibit property changes upon responding toexternal
stimuli such as light, temperature, and pH, among others. A large specific
area can provide fibrous polymeric actuators with more contact area to
respond to the stimuli more efficiently.[146] In addition, the large surface
area can offer many more positions for cell growth and the opportunities
for biomedical application.[147] On the other hand, compared with
polymer film, the fibrous mat has the unique characteristic of high porosity.
The porosity of nano-fibrous materials can amount to more than 90%,[148150] which can promote the diffusion in/out of water or ions or the energy
transfer, thus resulting in high sensitivity. Electrospinning as a costeffective, versatile, and fascinating technology has been recognized as the
most efficient method for the fabrication of continuous polymer
nanofibers.[151] In addition to be the easier way to construct porous
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architecture, electrospinning is a convenient way to provide nanofibers
with various kinds of morphologies and structures, which expands its
application.[106, 152-158]. For example, the porous structure also plays a
significant role in the scaffold.[148, 149, 159, 160] Therefore,
electrospinning promises great potential in designing polymeric actuator,
which should receive more attention.

Figure 10. Schematic illustrating the relationship of the diameter of fibers
and its specific area. Reproduced from [145], copyright (2001) Elsevier
Science B.V., license number: 4342531220951.
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1.5.3 Electrospun polymeric/soft actuators
To the best of my knowledge, including but not limited to, the earliest
fibrous mat actuator made by electrospinning was designed in 2010.[161]
Nakagawa et al. used electrospinning to fabricate a pH-responsive actuator.
By controlling the feeding rate of the pump, he obtained a fibrous mat with
diameter anisotropy in thickness direction, which exhibits a simple bending
behavior response to an external pH change. Later, an electrospun
polymeric actuator was developed by our group.[40] An unusual bilayer
thermoresponsive actuator was fabricated by electrospinning. It exhibited
ultrafast temperature-triggered actuation. Later, in 2018, 3D printing
technology was combined with electrospinning for rapid response and
enhanced designability of hydrogel actuators. Through this innovational
approach, a range of controlled hydrogel actuators are constructed with
various unique responsive motions. In addition, this framework can be
extended to other responsive polymers.[162] Similarly, much success has
been achieved by another electrospun polymeric/soft actuators.[163-167]

1.6 Directionally controlled polymeric/soft actuators
In the past decades, the bending forward and backward of polymeric/soft
actuators have been achieved by inducing anisotropy along the crosssection.[42, 44, 46, 49, 53, 55, 58, 59, 83, 86, 167-173] Recently, being
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inspired by the plants in nature, directionally controlled actuation was
introduced as a new property to be given to polymeric/soft actuators. For
sclerenchymal tissues whose fibrous cell walls consist of lots of stiff
cellulose fibrils with a directional orientation. Arising from the preferred
fibrils alignment, such as during the the penetration of wheat seeds into soil
and the opening of chiral seed pods, the tissues exhibit preferred
directionally motion when expelling/absorbing water.[174, 175] The
natural analogues of such systems rely on the anisotropic restricted
shrinkage along prescribed directions. Although it is intrinsic to the system
of nature, this strategy paved the way for the design of polymeric/soft
actuators with directionally controlled ability. Wu et al., reported a
polymeric/soft actuator with directionally controlled actuation by combing
fiber-like regions with different swelling behaviors in one single-layer
hydrogel sheet.[176] Zhang et al., incorporated prescribed parallel glass
fibers into agarose. The forming composite actuator realized directionally
controlled actuation upon responding to humidity.[177] (Figure 11) Thus,
the prescribed aligned architecture plays an important role in directionally
controlled actuation.[13, 54, 178-181] However, none of those approaches
enable directionally controlled actuation with high sensitivity to occur in
one polymeric/soft actuator.
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Figure 11. The schematic of actuation of the composite, in which, parallel
glass fibers embedded within the agarose, in response to humidity.
Reprinted from [177] copyright (2015) John Wiley and Sons, license
number: 4342540024870.

1.7 Fabrication of polymeric/soft actuators by electrospinning
In this study, to obtain a thermoresponsive polymeric actuator with fast
response, directional controlled actuation, electrospinning is used as a tool
to get porous membrane for fast actuation. A vertically rotating disc with
fast rotation was employed as a collector and provided parallel aligned
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fibers whose porosity and alignment are extremely high, presenting the
potential of high sensitivity and directionally controlled actuation. The
aligned fibrous mats made of stimuli responsive polymers can demonstrate
different size changes between longitudinal and lateral directions upon
responding to external stimuli. When they are combined with another
passive layer, the obtained bilayer actuator could reveal a directionally
controlled actuation with high sensitivity due to its porous architecture and
anisotropy longitudinal and lateral directions.
The stimuli responsive polymers used in this study are P(NIPAM) and
another thermo- and pH- dual responsive polymer P(NIPAM-AA). Be
different from the fabrication of polymeric actuators triggered by only
temperature, this dual responsive polymeric actuator is a composite, in
which, the aligned P(NIPAM-AA) fibrous mat embedded within a passive
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) matrix by dropping dilute TPU/THF
solution on the fibrous mat.
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Polymeric actuators inspired from bio-architecture are very well-known in
the literature. They are mostly based on a bilayer structure with
asymmetrical swelling/shrinkage. The existing problems in the field of soft
actuators are: slow speed of the actuation, control over direction missing
of movements and multi-responsive ability. The aim of my work is to have
detailed studies with respect to the responsive polymeric actuators with
high sensitivity (fast actuation), directionally controlled actuation and
multi-responsive ability. For enhancing the speed of actuation, porous
fibrous mats were used in this work with a hypothesis of increasing the
water mass transport and thus resulting in high speed of actuation.
Electrospinning was used as a tool for making porous fibrous mats.
Direction control in the actuation is achieved by aligning fibers at different
angles in the active layer. This result in asymmetric swelling/shrinkage &
hence controls the direction of motion.
Firstly, through combining the passive layer of aligned thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU) fibrous mat and the active layer of poly(nisopropylarylamide) P(NIPAM), a bilayer thermoresponsive polymeric
actuator is obtained. It demonstrates the following highlights: 1) ultra-fast
actuation between 0.6 – 5 s; 2) reversible directionally controlled
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movement (rolls, tubes, helices); 3) there was not only shape changes but
also surface changes triggered by temperature.
Secondly, a stable one-component polymeric actuator was created by
electrospinning a random P(NIPAM) fibrous mat and an aligned P(NIPAM)
fibrous mat. The combined bilayer thermoresponsive actuator consists of
only one component of P(NIPAM) and the actuation of this actuator is
irreversible. In addition, the temperature-triggered formed size could be
controlled by temperature. Moreover, the actuation is directionally
controlled depending on the angles between fiber alignment and long axis
and it is demonstrated that by numerical simulations the observed
behaviour is the unique combination of anisotropic thermal expansion with
an equally anisotropic elastic modulus of the employed material as well.
Thirdly, a dual-responsive composite actuator composed of thermo- and
pH-responsive

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic

acid)

(poly(NIPAm-AA)) fibers (average diameter ~ 905 nm) embedded within
a passive thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) matrix at different angles with
degree of alignment as high as 98% was presented. The actuation direction
were depended on the angles between fiber alignment and long axis. The
actuation and the actuated tube was independent of temperature at pH 7
and above. However, temperature can be used to control the size of the
actuated tubes at lower pH. Although the polymeric actuator is only 5.8 mg,
it was able to reversibly lift and release ~426 times weight of their own
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mass (2.47 g metal ring).
In summary, it is worth noting that our strategy, through which it is very
convenient to obtain porous structure and directionally controlled actuation,
is not only applicable to P(NIPAM) and P(NIPAM-AA), but also to other
“smart” polymers, which therefore enriches the designs of versatile
polymeric actuators with high sensitivity.
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2.1 Giving direction to motion and surface with ultra-fast speed using
oriented hydrogel fibers

Li Liu, Shaohua Jiang, Yue Sun, and Seema Agarwal*, "Giving direction
to motion and surface with ultra ‐ fast speed using oriented hydrogel
fibers", Advanced Functional Materials, 2016, 26(7), 1021-1027.

Abstract
This work presented the first time to present thermoresponsive hydrogel
fibrous membranes demonstrating directionally controlled actuation and
surface change with ultra-fast speed. Reversible bending, coiling, twisting
and rolling deformations are exhibited in different controllable directions
for many cycles (＞50 cycles) with inside-out change in surfaces and
shapes. In order to make synthetic actuators inspired from natural materials
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or otherwise, speed, reversibility, large-scale deformations and, most
importantly, control over the direction of deformation is required. A
polymeric actuator possessing all these properties still remains a challenge.
This issue was addressed in this work and provide a very simple strategy
fulfilling all these requirements by combining porosity and asymmetric
planar size change (swelling/shrinking) via orientation of hydrogel fibers
at different angles in a fibrous membrane. Electrospinning was as used as
a tool for making membranes with fibers oriented at different angles.

In order to get aligned fibrous mat, a vertical rotating wheel with fast speed
was used to collect fibers. After the TPU and P(NIPAM-ABP) solution
were sequentially electrospun, obtained bilayer porous mats were pressed
and transferred under UV- lamp for cross-linking. Then it is easy to get
samples with various angles between fiber alignment and long axis by
cutting. (Figure 12)

Figure 12. Schematic showing the formation of bilayer actuators by
sequential electrospinning of TPU and P(NIPAM-ABP) followed by UV
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cross-linking (steps 1 and 2). The samples were cut at different angles to
get varied orientations of thermoresponsive P(NIPAM-ABP) fibers (steps
3 and 4).

The TPU and P(NIPAM-ABP) solutions were mixed with

rhodamine B (RB) and methylene blue, respectively to observe the
actuation phenomenon optically better. Copyright (2015), John Wiley and
Sons, license number: 4342540732801.
The alignment degree of P(NIPAM-ABP) and TPU are ~ 95 % and ~ 82 %,
respectively. The porosity of P(NIPAM-ABP) fibrous mat was about 56 %.
The SEM image shows a strong interface in the actuator between P(NIPAM)
and TPU layer. ( Figure 13)

Figure 13. SEM images of a) P(NIPAM-ABP) side – as spun bilayer
membrane, b) P(NIPAM-ABP) side - after treatment with hot water, c)
TPU side- as spun bilayer membrane and d) the cross-section of the bilayer
sample in water at 40 oC after drying shows a strong interface between TPU
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(left side) and P(NIPAM-ABP) (right side). Scale bar = 10 µm. Copyright
(2015), John Wiley and Sons, license number: 4342540732801.

This polymeric actuator made by electrospinning exhibits temperaturetriggered ultrafast and directionally controlled actuation owing to the high
porosity and fiber alignment degree. (Figure 14) No matter what the
temperature is, it is always following the rule that in cold water (4 oC), it
rolls in the perpendicular direction to the fiber alignment with the TPU
layer inward and in hot water (40 oC) it rolls along fiber alignment with
TPU layer outward. This process is reversible and highly repeated for more
than 100 cycles.

Figure 14. Fiber orientation-dependent actuation behaviour of bilayer TPU
(pink)/P(NIPAM-ABP) (blue) fibrous membranes (length: 2.0 cm, width:
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0.5 cm) in water at different temperatures. Black arrows show the fibre
orientation direction, 0, 45 and 90o are angles between the fibre direction
and the long axis of the sample, as indicated by a black dotted line on the
sample. Scale bar = 0.5 cm. The TPU and P(NIPAM-ABP) were dyed to
get a better contrast but in real photos and movies the contrast might not
be visible as P(NIPAM-ABP) becomes transparent in contact with water.
Copyright (2015), John Wiley and Sons, license number: 4342540732801.

Although reversibility is considered as one of the advantages giving
repeatable actuation for many cycles, in many applications, reversibility
advantage is not seen as an expected process. Therefore, further efforts
were put to generate novel concepts for making irreversible actuators as
described in the next section.
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2.2 One-component dual actuation: Only Poly(NIPAM) can actuate to
stable 3D forms with reversible size change

Li Liu, Ali Ghaemi, Stephan Gekle, and Seema Agarwal*, "Onecomponent dual actuation: Only Poly(NIPAM) can actuate to stable 3D
forms with reversible size change ", Advanced Materials, 2016, 28(44),
9792-9796.

Abstract
In this work, a rare example of a one‐component dual actuator is provided,
which displays irreversible change in shape by rolling on contact with
water and reversible size change on changing the temperature. The actuator
has a bilayer structure with aligned and randomly oriented fibers of poly(N71
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isopropyl acrylamide) P(NIPAM). A combination of anisotropic Emodulus and temperature dependent swelling/shrinkage provides the dual
actuation.

The anisotropy in swelling/shrinkage along cross-section required for
irreversible actuation is created by electrospinning random P(NIPAM)
fibrous mat and aligned P(NIPAM) fibrous mat. (Figure 15 a) The
combined bilayer thermoresponsive actuator exhibits fast, directionally
controlled and stable/irreversible actuation triggered by temperature. It is
easy to get the actuator with different angles by cutting, thus achieving the
directionally controlled actuation.(Figure 15 b) The result of numerical
simulation done by group of Prof. Dr. Stephan Gekle correspond to the
experiment findings.(Figure 15 c) No matter what angle it is, it always
follows the rule that it always rolls along fiber alignment with the random
layer outside. The shape of this formed tube is very stable, the size of the
rolled tube can be controlled by altering temperature. (Figure 16)
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Figure 15. a) Schematic of formation of Bi-PNIPAM-0o, 45o, 90o actuator
by electrospinning of aligned layer and random layer, respectively (step 1),
followed by pressing and cross-linking (steps 2 and 3). At last, the samples
were cut into pieces at different angles (step 4); b) One component
PNIPAM directionally controlled actuation: movement of Bi-PNIPAM-0o,
45o, 90o mat (aligned (blue)/random (pink) (length: 2.0 cm, width: 0.5 cm)
with the thickness ratio (aligned / bilayer) of 0.65) in water at different
temperatures. Fiber alignment direction was indicated by a black dotted
line on the sample. The good color contrast by dying the aligned and
random mats might be invisible due to the transparency of P(NIPAM-ABP)
in water; c) Equilibrium shapes of bilayer mats obtained from finiteelement simulations in 40°water. From left to right are 0°, 45°, and 90°
fiber orientations. By using anisotropic expansion coefficients in
combination with an anisotropic elastic modulus, good agreement with the
experimental shapes in Fig. 1b is obtained. Copyright (2016), John Wiley
and Sons, license number: 4342541040242.
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Figure 16. The effect of temperature of water on the curvature of BiPNIPAM-0o mat with the thickness ratio (aligned / bilayer) of 0.65.
Curvature=1/r. Copyright (2016), John Wiley and Sons, license number:
4342541040242.
Furthermore, it is of interest to control actuation by multiple stimuli.
Complexity of actuation be increased by use of more than one stimuli was
for central question. Therefore, dual responsive polymers (pH- & thermoresponsive) was used as active system in polymeric actuator and results are
described in the next section.
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2.3 Composite Polymeric Membranes with Directionally Embedded
Fibers for Controlled Dual Actuation

Li Liu, Hadi Bakhshi, Shaohua Jiang, Holger Schmalz and Seema
Agarwal*, "Composite Polymeric Membranes with Directionally
Embedded Fibers for Controlled Dual Actuation", Macromolecular rapid
communications, 2018, 1800082.

Abstract
Dual-responsive composite actuator composed of thermo- and pHresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (poly(NIPAmAA)) fibers (average diameter ~ 905 nm) embedded within a passive
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) matrix at different angles with degree
of alignment as high as 98% was presented. The actuation direction were
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depended on the angles between fiber alignment and long axis. The
actuation and the actuated tube are independent of temperature at pH 7 and
above. However, temperature can be used to control the size of the actuated
tubes at lower pH. Although the polymeric actuator is only 5.8 mg, it was
able to reversibly lift and release ~426 times weight of their own mass
(2.47 g metal ring).

Be different from the last two works, this work is referring to dual
responsive actuator. A cross-linkable dual aligned fibrous mat made of
P(NIPAM-AA) was fabricated by electrospinning. After it was pressed and
UV cross-linked, a composite was obtained by dropping TPU/THF dilute
solution on it, as it is shown in Figure 17 a. Due to the penetration of TPU
solution, a TPU-gradient structure of the composite membrane was formed
and studied via Raman-AFM imaging (Figure 17 b, c, d). The image of
Raman cross-section perfectly demonstrated the gradient structure and the
distribution of TPU (yellow) on the underlying P(NIPAM-AA) fibrous mat
(green), where the amount of TPU component obviously declined near the
fibrous mat (Figure 17 c). By applying this simple dropping method, a
composite with strong interface and repeatable thickness ratio can be
obtained. The morphology of the composite membrane was examined by
SEM as well. (Figure 17 e-h) The SEM image (Figure 17 g) presented a
dense TPU layer with the thickness of 16 µm on a porous P(NIPAM-AA)
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layer reinforced with aligned fibers with the hickness of 35 µm. A strong
interface between the TPU layer and the fibrous mat could be observed
from Figure 17 h.

Figure 17. (a) Schematic fabrication of the composite membrane. (b-d)
Raman-AFM imaging of the composite membrane; (b) optical microscope
image with position of Raman cross-section (red line), (c) Raman crosssection with domains rich in TPU colored in yellow and those rich in
poly(NIPAm-AA) in green and (d) Raman spectra of neat components, i.e.,
TPU and poly(NIPAm-AA). (e-h) SEM images of the composite
membrane; (e) poly(NIPAm-AA) aligned fibrous mat side, (f) TPU side,
(g) cross-section and (h) interface between aligned poly(NIPAm-AA)
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fibers and TPU.
And this composite shows a dual responsive directionally actuation
triggered by temperature and pH. Here it is the rule that in pH 3, it always
is folding along the fiber alignment with TPU layer outside, but in pH 7
and 10, it is folding in perpendicular direction to the fiber
alignment.(Figure 18)

Figure 18. (a) Actuation of the composite membrane in buffer solution
with different pH at 40 oC. (b) The corresponding schematics for the
actuation of composite membrane at 40 oC. Poly(NIPAm-AA) is colored in
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green and TPU in yellow.
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2.4 Individual Contribution to Joint Publications
Publication 1: Giving direction to motion and surface with ultra-fast
speed using oriented hydrogel fibers
This work has been published in Advanced Functional Materials, 2016,
26(7): 1021-1027.
By Li Liu, Shaohua Jiang, Yue Sun, and Seema Agarwal*

I and Shaohua Jiang contributed equally to this work. Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal,
I and Shaohua Jiang designed the experiments. I performed the experiments. Yue
Sun draw the actuation schematic, TOC and took part in discussion. Prof. Dr.
Seema Agarwal proposed the idea, help write the paper and in charge of guidance
and supervision of this work.
Publication 2: One-component dual actuation: Only Poly(NIPAM) can
actuate to stable 3D forms with reversible size change
This work has been published in Advanced Materials, 2016, 28(44): 97929796..
By Li Liu, Ali Ghaemi, Stephan Gekle, Seema Agarwal*

I performed the experiments which were designed by me and Prof. Dr. Seema
Agarwal. Prof. Dr. Stephan Gekle and Ali Ghaemi performed the numerical
simulation part. Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal proposed the idea, and in charge of
guidance and supervision of this work. All authors contributed to paper writing.
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Publication 3: Composite Polymeric Membranes with Directionally
Embedded Fibers for Controlled Dual Actuation
This work has been published in Macromolecular rapid communications,
2018, 1800082.
By Li Liu, Hadi Bakhshi, Shaohua Jiang, Holger Schmalz and Seema
Agarwal*

I and Hadi Bakhshi contributed equally to this work. Experiments were
designed by Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal, me and shaohua Jiang. I performed
the experiments except the synthesis of dual responsive polymers which
was done by Hadi Bakhshi. The Raman measurements were performed by
Holger Schmalz. Prof. Dr. Seema Agarwal proposed the idea, and in charge
of guidance and supervision of this work. All authors contributed to the
paper writing.
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3. Outlook
Currently, regarding polymeric actuators, most scientists are focusing only
on the 3D transforms, such as bending, rolling and folding. However, the
investigation of polymeric actuators’ mechanical properties is rare. First,
compared with the general mechanical robot, the advantages of polymeric
actuators are few. Nonetheless, polymeric actuator with strong mechanicals
could be more interesting.
Second, how strong are they ? or how much force could they generate ?
According to recently published papers, this type of generated force is very
small, which could limit the polymeric actuators’ application.
Third, although polymeric actuators can perform 3D transforms, it could
be helpful to discover how they could exhibit smarter and complex
actuation behavior, thus realizing real time control as the electric mechanic
robot does.
Furthermore, another important factor is that the degree of freedom a
polymeric actuator can generate is too low. For example, the most common
bilayer-type polymeric actuator generally realizes a transform in two
directions. Could we create an actuator that can perform a controllable
transform in any direction ?
In addition, more effort could be forced on the application of polymeric
actuators, such as real blood vessel fabrication. This objective could propel
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the polymeric actuator one significant step forward.
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Li Liu, Shaohua Jiang, Yue Sun, and Seema Agarwal*, "Giving direction
to motion and surface with ultra ‐ fast speed using oriented hydrogel
fibers", Advanced Functional Materials, 2016, 26(7), 1021-1027.
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